
Aims 81 Principles
of the Anarchist Federation

1 The Anarchist Federation is an organisation of revo-
lutionary class struggle anarchists. We aim for the
abolition of all hierarchy, and work for the creation of a
world-wide classless society: anarchist communism.

2 Capitalism is based on the exploitation of the working
class by the ruling class. But inequality and exploitation
are also expressed in terms of race, gender, sexuality,
health, ability and age, and in these ways one section
of the working class oppresses another. This divides us,
causing a lack of class unity in struggle that benefits
the ruling class. Oppressed groups are strengthened by
autonomous action which challenges social and eco-
nomic power relationships. To achieve our goal we must
relinquish power over each other on a personal as well
as a political level.

3 We believe that fighting racism and sexism is as
important as other aspects of the class struggle. Anar-
chist-Communism cannot be achieved while sexism and
racism still exist. In order to be effective in their struggle
against their oppression both within society and within
the working class, women, lesbians and gays, and black
people may at times need to organise independently.
However, this should be as working class people as
cross-class movements hide real class differences and
achieve little for them. Full emancipation cannot be
achieved without the abolition of capitalism.

4 We are opposed to the ideology of national liberation
movements which claims that there is some common
interest between native bosses and the working class
in face of foreign domination. We do support work-
ing class struggles against racism, genocide, ethnocide
and political and economic colonialism. We oppose the
creation of any new ruling class. We reject all forms of
nationalism, as this only serves to redefine divisions in
the international working class. The working class has
no country and national boundaries must be eliminated.
We seek to build an anarchist international to work with
other libertarian revolutionaries throughout the world.

5 As well as exploiting and oppressing the majority of
people, Capitalism threatens the world through war and
the destruction of the environment.

6 It is not possible to abolish Capitalism without a
revolution, which will arise out of class conflict. The
ruling class must be completely overthrown to achieve
anarchist communism. Because the ruling class will not
relinquish power without their use of armed force, this
revolution will be a time of violence as well as libera-
tion.

7 Unions by their very nature cannot become vehicles
for the revolutionary transformation of society. They
have to be accepted by capitalism in order to func-
tion and so cannot play a part in its overthrow. Trades
unions divide the working class (between employed
and unemployed, trade and craft, skilled and unskilled,
etc). Even syndicalist unions are constrained by the
fundamental nature of unionism. The union has to be
able to control its membership in order to make deals
with management. Their aim, through negotiation, is to
achieve a fairer form of exploitation of the workforce.
The interests of leaders and representatives will always
be different from ours. The boss class is our enemy, and
while we must fight for better conditions from it, we
have to realise that reforms we may achieve today may
be taken away tomorrow. Our ultimate aim must be
the complete abolition of wage slavery. Working within
the unions can never achieve this. However, we do not
argue for people to leave unions until they are made
irrelevant by the revolutionary event. The union is a
common point of departure for many workers. Rank and
file initiatives may strengthen us in the battle for anar-
chist communism. What's important is that we organise
ourselves collectively, arguing for workers to control
struggles themselves.

8 Genuine liberation can only come about through tho
revolutionary self activity of the working class on a mass
scale. An anarchist communist society means not only
co-operation between equals, but active involvement
in the shaping and creating of that society during and
after the revolution. In times of upheaval and strug
gle, people will need to create their own revolution.iry
organisations controlled by everyone in them. These
autonomous organisations will be outside the control
of political parties, and within them we will learn many
important lessons of self-activity.

9 As anarchists we organise in all areas of life to try to
advance the revolutionary process. We believe a strong
anarchist organisation is necessary to help us to this
end. Unlike other so-called socialists or communists we
do not want power or control for our organisation. We
recognise that the revolution can only be carried out
directly by the working class. However, the revolution
must be preceded by organisations able to COnVlil(fl'
people of the anarchist communist alternative and
method. We participate in struggle as anarchist connnn
nists, and organise on a federative basis. We rejert wt
tarianism and work for a united revolutionary an.m|ii~.t
movement.

10 We oppose organised religion and religious bell:-l(~.).
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This issue of Organise! deals scale. This is to pay for the costs many ways in the same financial ye M  _
with one of the key strategies of born by capitalists for a crisis situation as Greece, and there
modern capitalism — its attempts that they themselves brought should be no doubt that whoever
to casualise many jobs on a world on. Whilst the banks are keen to wins the next election — be it the
scale —- and what can be done award themselves huge bonuses, Tories or Labour — cuts will be at-
to resist it. A recent example of the boss class and government tempted on a massive scale. The
this resistance to the onslaughts are preparing to launch a vi- resistance that defeated the Poll
of capitalism as been the events cious campai n of cuts which will Tax will need to be resurrected. Al— ,
in Greece, where a mass revolt axe many sere/ices — in educa- ready workers throughout Europe C er
shook the country. An article in tion, health, transport, the arts are fighting cuts, and more and
this issue deals with these events. etc. — whilst at the same time more people need to be drawn

preparing to reduce redundancy into this struggle so that mass ac-
Organise! also marks the an- payments and pension deals. tion can both resist cuts and begin

niversary of another revolt, this Greece itself is bankrupt and the a project for a new society. Organ- T
time here in Britain. The struggle International Monetary Fund is ise! intends both to comment on
against the Poll Tax between 1988 insisting that the Greek govern- these forthcoming struggles and
and 1991, and the part that this ment carry out swingeing cuts. to contribute to them in reporting
paper and this organisation played The resistance already shown and describing them, and applying
in it, are described in detail. The in Greece needs to be launched a libertarian communist analysis.
Anarchist Federation tends to again. The United Kingdom is in
modestly hide its achievements

For many people in the so-called began in the 19805 as a result
developed countries of the West, of the Thatcherite assault on
the choice Ofpart-time wvrking working rights and the creation
i5 0 P05(fiV@ 0"9- Butfor mil/i0"5 of market conditions favouring
Of 01‘/’t€'I'$ here Ofld in the maioflty casualisation. For those who had
world, temporary and pr€Cari0u$ always worked in sectors charac-
work is not only their only choice terised by temporary and casual
but 0 ‘Ch0iCE" that /E-’0d5 T0 Pol/"" working - agriculture, construc-
erty, stress, ill-health and - often tion, the restaurant and hospital-
- death in unsafe W0rkplaC8$- ity trades, garment-making and

but here we can be justly proud k _ so 0: r casualisaedonrsttscngglid
of the part that we played in the The Extent of Casual Wor in WOF Bun H Fe tried P nbns were
resistance to the Tax. the UK (especia y as ra ‘ e u I e

The term ‘casual work’ is used to rehdered rergerv merreehve
Of course new attacks are at this desfiribe 8 V35’! range of emP|0V" despite some courageous Strug-. - - - les). But casualisation and ‘flex-rnornent be|ng rnoun-ted on the ' ’ 0 h I O 0 V ment ’typeS Wlth El Similar pattern _ ' ' _

working ¢|a55 on a WQr|d-wide S t 6 ¢ of constraint and reward depend- 'h'hrV arse hegeh rs he "_hp°5ed
me on the empbver’ the type of on other sectors. e ucation,
work and the sector in which the the puhheseerer ehd rhe NH?"
work is being carried out. People Deregureheh ehd lee 'h5eeur'tV
in telesales or direct marketing makes it easier re get rid erjehs

or replace permanent employeesI '|| ft h t t
erenteacetnthgi/:arhObce)’?er::inzread Whh tempera rV ehes er errerrhg

_ at e moment's non-ee_ They are less secure contracts through ‘re-
rerew paid for their time but on“, structuring’. Pitting one worker
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Often Work from heme or inde_ remain isolated from each other
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knows for sure High turnover
of workers, seasonal and flexible
patterns of work are the cause
but politically, no-one wants to
even try to count the numbers
of unregistered and ‘precarious’
workers. They are a largely invis
ible part of the economy, a hid-
den ‘army of the reserve’ used
by bosses as and when it suits
them and let go, shifting from job
to job, town to town, country to
country, frequently alone, with no
ties and no friends, unable to find
or express solidarity or unity with
others in the same boat.

porary contracts though no-one

Historically, the unemployed
were used to discipline those at
work with the fear of unemploy-
ment but they were always visible,
could organise themselves and be
organised around. The abdication
ofthe unions from fighting on be-
half of all workers and the decay
of political parties as sources of
progressive reform and social
justice means that this ‘reserve
army’ now offers no threat and no
object lesson to the troops. Far
better - as we said in 2004 - to
siphon them back into temporary
and insecure employment along-
side permanent employees who
therefore get a daily object lesson
of what their working lives might
become if they stand up for them-
selves.

Workers are regularly condi-
tioned to lower their expectations
and accept lower paid or skilled
work than they had hoped for.
The benefits system is used as a
stick to make it increasingly dif-
ficult to refuse low paid work or
anti-social hours. Greater regu-
lation of the unemployed is the
flip side to the deregulation of
the labour market. And through
in-work benefits, people are
encouraged into the jobs market,

Organise

Precarious workers arefrequently
‘sweated’, forced to work long hours
at high intensity, in sectors such as
garment-making orfood preparation.
They work in marginal businesses
where the boss has no or little interest
in either safe working conditions or
the health ofhis or her employees.

often into part-time work, with
workers subsidising low wage
employers through a regressive
tax system.

Choice?
Throughout most of the last

decade, almost half of the men
and a third of the women mak-
ing a new claim for Jobseekers
Allowance last claimed less than
six months previously. In other
words they had had a job for
less than six months. lt’s true
that the majority of part-time
employees do not want a full-
time job but conversely the vast
majority of temporary workers
do. Part-time employment may
be a positive choice for some,
temporary employment is usual-
ly not. Even amongst the ‘elite’,
people with a marketable skill
who are looking for work, agency
workers, 60% are taking tem-
porary work because they want
but can’t find a permanent and
full-time job.

The lucky ones will have mar-
ketable skills and find their way
to one of 16,000 known recruit-
ment agencies in these islands.
These agencies may be seen and
counted but there is also a hid-
den trade in human labour: quiet

offices above nondescript high
streets, suburban houses where
people mysteriously come and
go, people hired and fired by text,
the bosses often unknown and
rarely seen, leaving all to middle-
men and admin staff who often
don't know who their employer
is either. Those 16,000 agencies
supply around 225,000 employees
out of 1.4m temporary workers; so
who supplies the rest? And where
are they? What are they doing, at
what wage? In what conditions?
On this the bosses and regulators
are largely silent.

The Big Sell
Flexible, casualised, working is

often described by the bosses as
entirely beneficial to the employ-
ee, both indirectly (efficiency =
profit = job security) and directly:
workers are, apparently, ‘empow-
ered’. We gain new ‘skills’ and ii‘
possess greater ‘autonomy’, doing
more stimulating work at times we
choose, generating a much better
work/life balance. Or so they say.
The ‘high road’ of flexible work-
ing is presented as a progressive
trend, providing stimulating work
while creating a pro-social dimen-
sion to employment practices. For
some, maybe. But there is also a
‘low-road’ flexibility of increased
deregulation, cost-cutting, casuali-
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sation and work intensification in pursuit of com-
petitive advantage and profit-seeking.

Workers are now multi-tasked, put on jobs for-
merly done by other workers, taking away time
at less intense periods of work they used to enjoy
and which ameliorated work. For sure, the pro-
ductivity of workers has doubled but little ofthis
is due to investment in either them, the factory or
office or working practices themselves except by
way of increased disciplining and control of work
and time at work,

‘Flexibility’ has also led to casualisation as work-
ers are increasingly offered non-standard con-
tracts, part-time work, ’zero hours’ and short
term contracts, home working, on-call work and
outsourcing. Many are made to become ‘self-
employed’, offered a contract for specified services
but actually under direct control and supervision.
They are employees in all but name but lack the
rights, benefits and protections they would oth-
erwise get. This applies with even more force to
casual workers with few marketable skills. Many
companies increasingly have only a core of skilled,
permanent managers and supervisors, surrounded
by an insecure and transient, relatively low skilled»
’periphery’, replicating the historical pattern in
factories a hundred years ago or more: a core
of skilled craftsmen and managers and a highly
disposable workforce of temporary and transient

1 Organise!

Precarious workers are often atom-
ised, isolated and alienated, suffer
from homesickness, loneliness and
stress both off and on the job.

less-skilled workers. Casualisation leads to lower
wages and worse terms and conditions. But often
unseen is the rise in unpaid working and the inten-
sity of that work by people desperate to keep their
jobs. Two workforces develop, in most cases in
separate industries but increasingly alongside each
other: stratified, isolated from each other, unequal.

Whatever the stated aim, in the UK and US and
other economies modelled on them, all forms of
flexibility tend to follow the ‘low road’ model of
work intensification, low employee control of work-
ing terms and conditions and increasing unpredict-
ability in pay, hours and continued employment. In
response, we work longer hours, complain less and
have higher stress levels at work that in the rest
of Europe. There is greater competition for jobs
and this leads to extra effort at lower costs to the
bosses, worth, according to the TUC, around £23bn
a year.

Precarious Working
Before enlargement in 2004, it was estimated that

in the nine largest economies of the former EU
there were between 4m and 6m people - mostly
immigrants - working in the ‘informal economy’.
While many will have papers and be working legally
a vast number are illegals, ‘sans papiers’, experienc-
ing precarious work. All of these experience un-
certainty, poor working conditions and low wages.
They are often over-qualified for the jobs they are
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The figure of 2.2m deaths each year does not
take into account the number of precarious and
temporary workers who commit suicide, are
killed by fellow workers in hostels or drinking
houses, die of drug overdoses or who simply
drop dead from overwork someplace else and are
never counted because they never did count ex-
cept when it comes to calculating profit.

offered or can find, work-
ing long hours, enduring
occupational instability,
and performing physically
demanding activities. They
may have little knowl-
edge of their employment
rights, experience discrimi-
nation before and harass-
ment at work and suffer
extremely from stress and
physical exhaustion.

Precarious workers are
frequently ‘sweated’,
forced to work long hours
at high intensity, in sectors
such as garment-making
or food preparation. They
work in marginal busi-
nesses where the boss
has no or little interest in
either safe working condi-
tions or the health of his
or her employees. You
risk hard and physically
debilitating work in unsafe
conditions, the use of toxic
substances with little pro-
tection, verbal and physi-
cal abuse from bosses and,
additionally, if you are a
woman, unwanted sexual
advances.

In case you think this
is true only in develop-
ing countries of north or
south, think again. In 2009
the BBC reported that
Primark had been buying,
garments produced by a
sweatshop in Manchester.
Investigators found illegal
workers making and pack-
ing garments for 12 hours
a day, seven days a week
for a little over half the
minimum wage. Work was
intense with workers being
harassed and abused to
make up their quotas and
meet orders, working in an

for one reason alone,forprofit, literallyfrom the sweat on our brows.

Organise!

Those who casualise their workforce, who exploit insecure workers do it

unheated factory and paid in cash because they are far more likely
so no record of employment could to work in unsafe and unregulated
be proven. As if paying employ- workplaces. Injury to them and
ees only £3.50 an hour wasn't bad their deaths are a shou|der-shrug-
enough, the firm - TNS Knitwear ging fact of life for the bosses, a
- subcontracted work to another minor inconvenience on the road
firm - Fashion Waves - paying only to profit; after all, there are many
£3 an hour. In Manchester, not more unemployed just beyond
Mumbai. the fence or factory wall. In 2004

The Guardian reported that an
Similarly, the Department of employee at a high-tech factory

Labour in the US estimates that in Hartlepool had died two years
50% of the 22,000 registered gar- earlier from a brain haemorrhage
ment contractors pay less than after working for 24 hours continu-
the minimum wage, two-thirds do ously. Zhang Guo Hua was one of
not pay overtime and one-third a large number of illegal Chinese
operate with serious health and immigrants working in sweatshop
safety violations. Workers who conditions and living in accom-
try to organize and protest poor modation housing up to 30 other
working conditions are often fired. people. Because Hua had no
If so, what do the unregistered papers and spoke no English, his
ones pay and in what conditions? death went unnoticed and there
4,500 of New York's 7000 garment was no inquest. For the bosses
factories are classed by the DoL as and the state death has become a
sweatshops, often highly mobile casual affair.
operation ofjust a few sewing ma-
chines or clothes presses which
can vanish and set up again after
the state has performed its ob-
ligatory clampdown to please the
liberals and reformers..

The Casualisation ofDeath
It is estimated that 2.2m peo-

ple die each year in work-related
incidents though the figure is
likely to be higher. For instance,
in 2005, India reported only 222
work-related deaths while the
ILO estimated the true figure was
nearer 40,000.

Precarious and temporary
workers are far more at risk of
death and serious injury than
permanent and full-time workers

Precarious workers are often
atomised, isolated and alien-
ated, suffer from homesickness,
loneliness and stress both off and
on the job. The figure of 2.2m
deaths each year does not take
into account the number of pre-
carious and temporary workers
who commit suicide, are killed by
fellow workers in hostels or drink-
ing houses, die of drug overdoses
or who simply drop dead from
overwork someplace else and are
never counted because they never
did count except when it comes
to calculating profit. A University
of Melbourne study in 2007 found
that part-time, temporary or
precarious workers were between
two and three times more likely to
suffer depression than permanent
workers. In 2008 a Canadian study

confirmed that part-time workers
with no job security would de-
velop more physical and mental
health problems than full-timers.
As well as stress at work leading
to a 50% excess risk of coronary
heart disease, there is consist-
ent evidence that jobs with high
demands, low control, and effort-
reward imbalance lead directly
to mental and physical ill-health.
The cost of treating people with
depression, whose health has
broken down, who are killed or
who kill and must be punished,
all these costs are simply passed
on to the rest of society by the
bosses.

The casualisation of work, sweat-
shop working, the infamous
practices of the docks or piece
working were diseases that we
were told had been eradicated,
like smallpox, from the industrial
and commercial world, things
that had no place in a ‘civilised’
country. But casualisation, the
casualisation of both employ-
ment and work is a fundamental
precondition of capital accumu-
lation, one of the foundation
stones of the Industrial Revolu-
tion and still necessary - and
intensifying - in the age of mobile
capital and globalisation. |t’s a
disease that can strike anywhere,
in any workplace or sector, and
that brings with it stress, fear,
ill-health, mental illness, op-
pression, abuse and exploitation.
Those who casualise their work-
force, who exploit insecure work-
ers do it for one reason alone, for
profit, literally from the sweat on
our brows.
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result of their work A recent sur- 20 years ago There is also wide-
vey commissioned by the Greek spread dependence on credit toI . . ' ' .

General Confederation of Labour boost what effectively amounts to
found that of those workers find- poverty wages. People are thrust

“This is no mere clash between anarchistgroups and the custodi-
ans ofthe law. Its much more. It is the revolt ofan entire genera-
tion, the 700-euro generation, which is how much Greek compa-
nies tend to payfirst-time employees. A miserable salary even by
local standards. The unemployment rate among Greekyouths is
the highest in the EU and the education system is experiencing a
profound crisis... Political life is rife with clientilism, cronyism and
corruption. So the young are revolting against a society in which
theyfeel alien, marginalised and unwanted.”

The DailyAdeviirul reflects on the underlying causes ofthe De-
cember2008 riots in Greece.
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A lost generation
Two years ago it was called the

“€1,000 generation” — Europe-
ans under age 30 who bounced
around in short-term jobs that
paid €1,000 a month. Now, even
that social label has been de-
valued. Today it is known as the
“€700 generation” — young people
entering what amounts to a huge
temporary workforce who can't
afford the life and security their
parents took for granted. They
have little social security, will work
far longer hours for much lower
pay, and are far more likely to
suffer from health problems as a

ing themselves in this category into a vicious cycle of escalating
(currently around a quarter of debt and dependence, often being
the Greek working population) forced to take on multiple jobs to
89% were not involved with union make ends meet.
labour, 75% have never taken
industrial action, 75% work in The UK has never quite recovered
the private sector, and 64% are from the collapse of the youth
women. employment market in the 1980s.

Partly as a result ofthis, over re-
Widespread unemployment is of cent years there has been a huge

course a huge factor in the growth effort by the state to get more
of this casual, poorly paid work. people into full-time further edu-
ln Spain, Italy, France and Greece, cation. The government's widely
rates are up to 20-30%. In Britain publicised target of 50% of young

Lack ofwell-paid, stable work has an obvious impact on peoplek
general quality of life. The number ofadults up to the age of30
forced to live with theirparents due to economic insecurity and lack
ofaccess to good, affordable housing has also almost doubled in
recentyears.

the jobless rate for those aged 16 people entering higher education,
to 24 is marginally lower at 19.1%. however, was quietly abandoned
However, this is still on a scale not with the onset of the economic
seen since the early 1990s, and crisis. Universities are already
well above the Eurozone average over-subscribed and now face
of 15.9%. Many will be forced into a squeeze on both fronts, with
temporary labour as a result of a wave of spending and staffing
the increasingly aggressive ben- cuts accompanied by the promise
efits system; others will simply opt of severe penalties from central
for anything they can get to avoid government for exceeding recruit-
the humiliating and degrading ment quotas. Meanwhile, a gen-
experience of going on the dole. eral lack of opportunities is spilling

Lack of well-paid, stable work over into the graduate job market,
has an obvious impact on peo- with levels ofjoblessness increas-
ple’s general quality of life. The ing by 44% last year alone and
number of adults up to the age of even more in sectors hit particu-
30 forced to live with their par- larly hard by the recession, such as
ents due to economic insecurity construction and architecture.
and lack of access to good, af-
fordable housing has also almost All is not lost, however! In a
doubled in recent years. In Britain, recent televised broadcast, Prime
first-time buyers now face house Minister Berlusconi was able to
prices that are, on average, five offer some highly practical advice.
times average incomes, compared He was asked by a female student
with a multiple of three times how she would survive the finan-
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cial insecurity that had spread
across Italy in the last few years.
He said that the best advice he
could think of for her was to find
a rich boy, like his son, and marry
him! Adding in the end that with
a beautiful smile like hers she
should have no trouble at all!

We are all workers, we are all
precarious P

Work has always been and al-
ways will be unstable while profit
marginsrule over human needs.
The expansion of capitalism has
witnessed massive displacement
of labour according to shifts in
supply and demand, the collapse

and growth of
markets and,
of course, the
onset of crisis.
While capital
has been free
to expand
across the
globe, workers
have always

had to cope with the volatility of
domesticjob markets. The type
of work we do has also been in
a continuous state of change. In
the UK jobs in manufacturing, en-
ergy and construction work have
been in sharp decline since the
late 1970s (levels of production
have stayed the same). Last year
the number of people employed
in service-sector jobs more than
equalled those in construction,
manufacturing, agriculture, min-
ing, energy and water supply
combined.

These changing patterns of
employment also have an im-
pact on the composition of the
working-class movement. Indus-
trial labour has traditionally been
the stronghold for workplace
militancy in this country. Jobs in
the service industry, on the other
hand, are far more likely to be on
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a temporary basis, un-unionised tor. An experience of collective
and lower paid. Workers are less organisation, class solidarity
likely to have sustained and regu- and strike action is simply non-
Iar contact with their workmates, existent for a new generation
and the largest firms in this sector of workers. Even in areas where
are aggressively anti-union. The trade unions have traditionall 2007 that 21m working days were_ V
high turnover combined with little had a strong presence, they have lost thanks to workers “pulling a
concern for workers rights means proven to be largely impotent
it's far easier to simply sack unco- in the face of recent cuts. The
operative employees than listen to strong rank-and-file movement
their demands. These days wide- that sustained them throughout
spread industrial action is mostly the 70s and into the mid-80s is
confined to the public sector all but gone. Good old-fashioned disorders due to overwork.
where union density IS still rela- absenteeism and theft appear to
tively high and work reasonably be the only surviving weapons
stable (although this looks likely to of class warfare. A recent survey

have stolen. stationery from work,
with nearly one in 20 confessing
to taking valuable items such as
mobile phones or computer hard-
ware. The CBI also estimated in

comfort compared to the 172m
days lost due to genuine sickness,
the most common cause of which

assure us that the massive lay-offs

sickie”. However this figure is little

to expand). Essentially this means

was anxiety and stress-related a push for even mére tempo-
rary and poorly-paid labour - the

Economists have been quick to re- ”_€700_ generation" ’S b’g and glit-
ting bigger. It would now be fair

prompted by the recent recession to talk of a section of the working
change given the wave of recent commissioned for the British Sci- will be offset by growing oppor- dass efiec”’Ve’V exduded from
spending cuts and “restructur- ence Festival in Guildford found
ing"). The public sector, however, more than two thirds of people
only accounts for
around a quarter ml"
of the UK work-
force.

(the only market that continues

For those who
entered the work-
place through the
1970s to the late
80s, memories
of picket lines,
scabs and class
solidarity run
deep. Workers
over the age of 50
continue to have
the highest and
most stable levels
of union member-
ship, with almost
half of those in
jobs for 20 years
or more being
members of trade
unions. This is in
sharp contrast to
those now enter-
ing the workforce, l
with union densi- y
ty within one year . -
of empbyment as This is also the type ofgenerational divide that many of usfind between young
low as 10% Q\/efa" workers in the service sector and in temporary work and the older generation in
and even lower in trade unions and traditional industry - between those who are able to strike and
h - _ . .t 9 Private sec take to the picket lines, and those who can only take to the streets.

fl

tunities in the service industry What remams of the gams of the
social wage struggles of past dec-
ades. There is a generation of peo-
ple now entering the workforce
who, if they can find a job, will
likely have no experience of col-
lective organising in their commu-
nity (with people living at greater
distances away from work) or in
their workplace, have little knowl-
edge or experience of workers’
rights, and are finding their public
services under increasing attack.
Holiday and sick days are also
a luxury that you cannot afford
when you barely make enough to
meet your rent and utility bills. In
the restaurant, bar and catering
industry it is not uncommon to be
working a 7-day week or within
that to be pulling “AFDs" (abbre-
viated from “All Fucking Day”),
which is anything above a 12-hour
shift with no breaks. The best
option available when faced with
worsening working conditions is
often just to leave and hope to
find anotherjob.

Not only this, but temporary
labour is often employed to ac-
tively undermine what remains of
the activity of organised labour.
During the CWU (Communication
Workers Union) actions of late
last year, Royal Mail threatened
to hire a 30,000 strong “army”

of temporary workers to crush
the strike. Around the same time
in Leeds, the council spent more
than £1m hiring temporary staff to
undermine the city refuse work
ers’ strike. With unemployment
rates so high, opportunities so
scarce and with so little general
experience of even the most basic
principles of class solidarity, it's
hardly surprising that bosses are
able to draw on such vast reserves
of strike-breaking labour.

No Future
The “noughties” have seen the

last death throes of social democ-
racy. The notion of progressive
social reform as idealised by the
old Labour movement has been
exhausted. Neo-liberalism has
been effective in demolishing both
the organisational architecture
(for example, a strong trade union
movement), and the social philos-
ophy that underpinned the social
democratic state. We truly do live
in a “century of the self” where
rampant consumerism is held to
be the highest ideal. Where “la-
bour” parties have attained power
they have proved to be highly
effective at dismco-operative -
Avi Lewis reflects on this general
shift in social ideals. One of the
subjects of his film is Maddie, a
worker involved in the co-opera-
tive movement. Maddie is at odds
with her mother (Anna), a Peronist
who, despite the economic chaos
into which the government has
thrust the country, still holds the
faith that newly elected leaders
will bring change for the better.
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The experience ofmany youngpeople entering the workforce is almost
reminiscent ofthe early days oforganised labour. It is almost necessary to
go “back to basics”. Informal links offraternity and defence, the building
blocks ofa united working class, are more important than ever.

Lewis comments that, “For Mad-
die government has always been
a force that tears things down
and sells them off, but Anna like
our parents’ generation remem-
bers a time when government
was about building things — a
national project, a strong public
sphere.”

Maddie has no faith in the
political system because her
experience has always been one
of attacks on her class — on her
healthcare, her wages, her social
security and her job. It is exactly
this experience that the Daily
Adevarul refers to when speak-
ing of the underlying causes of
insurrection in the Greek youth -
a society in which they feel alien,
marginalised and unwanted; a
society which has never offered
any hope, only poorly-paid la-
bour, unemployment and inse-
curity. It is as a result of this that
the neighbourhoods of Exarchia
burst into flame in response to
the shooting of a 15-year-old boy,
and that school students, inner-
city youth and sans-papier im-
migrants burn the symbols of the
neo-liberal order — the bank, the
luxury shop and the police sta-
tion ‘Q to the ground. This is also
the type of generational divide
that many of us find between
young workers in the service
sector and in temporary work
and the older generation in trade
unions and traditional industry —
between those who are able to
strike and take to the picket lines,
and those who can only take to



the streets.

The events of Greece and this
wider wave of European radical-
ism are based around different
communities than those we
would recognise from the tradi-
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the people of Gaza, and a new
wave of strikes and occupations
has already begun in response to
recent attacks on education. Ger-
many and Austria have also seen
mass occupations. Claimants’
action groups are also springing

tional labour movement. Although up across the country and, in a
undoubtedly workplace organisa-
tion still plays an important role, and such sustained attacks against

a critical role even (one of the
largest attended popular assem-
blies during the Greek December
was that of the occupied GSEE
trade union offices), geographi-
cal communities are playing an that have recently occurred across
equally important part. In Greece
the squats and social centres of
the Exarchia district, and later
the occupied town halls, universi-
ties and government buildings,
played a critical role. In Italy, for
the “Anomalous Wave” (rebellion
sparked in response to education
reform), popular assemblies were
the key, with pupils, students and
precarious teachers often break-
ing away from traditional trade
union demonstrations to hold
occupations and assemblies in
the streets. The past yearhas also
seen the resurgence of the radical
university campus. Early this year
saw over a dozen occupations
across the UK in solidarity with

time of such high unemployment

social welfare, have a crucial role
to play. This is not to leave aside
the inspiring examples of occupa-
tions of schools, swimming pools,
libraries and other local resources

the country. Riots and inner-city
and urban unrest have obvi-
ously been a constant feature of
working-class resistance, as have
occupations. What is important in
these examples, however, is the
way these social spaces are able
to act to unify otherwise isolated
working-class people. These other
means of organisation are able
to act as an expression of class
interests, in spite of the fact that
in many cases there is a complete
absence of the traditional labour
movement.

The experience of many young
people entering the workforce
is almost reminiscent of the

early days of organised labour. It
is almost necessary to go “back to
basics”. Informal links of fraternity
and defence, the building blocks
of a united working class, are
more important than ever. People
need to be in control of their own
struggles and seek to cut across
this growing divide, which is more
than often also a generational

divide, between unionised and
non-unionised labour. It is clear
from the election speeches of all
the major parties that they intend
to enter us into an “age of auster-
ity” — that whoever wins the next
election, cuts in spending and jobs
in public services are on the cards.
To those who have only known a
post-Thatcher Britain this is noth-
ing more than business as usual.
That is not to say, however, that
people are not angry and frus-W
trated with the position that they
find themselves in. Apathy and
disillusionment are at an all time
high, but as the many examples of
recent unrest show. this does not
mean that there is no hope. Quite
simply, if capitalism has provided
us with no future, then the re-
sponsibility we have is to make
one for ourselves.

Hirx

The Ranters and Libertarian
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The English Civil War (1641- King Charles I was executed in

and, for perhaps the first time in
English history, it was possible for

1651) was a time unprecedented January, and April and May saw
in English history. Although it mutinies by troops over both
ended with the victory of the Leveller political demands and pay
bourgeoisie under Oliver Cromwell issues. At around the same time, a
and the first moves towards the group of soldiers burst into a par-
establishment of capitalist society, ish church in Walton-on-Thames in
Parliament needed to mobilise Surrey and declared that the Sab-
lower-class support in order to bath, tithes, ministers, magistrates
defeat the Royalforces, and the and the Bible were all abolished.
challenge to authority and exist- This act, which took place near
ing social order that this involved to where the Diggers were set-
granted radicals a space to argue ting up their first commune on St
for their own ideas. For a brief George's Hill, shows how radical
period, anything seemed possible, the questioning and rejection of

established religion had become.

movements to arise based around While the Levellers and the
ideals that anarchists and commu- Diggers are both relatively well-
nists today can recognise as being known groups, the Ranters have
not so farfrom our own. attracted less attention, but they

were perhaps the most radical of
1649 was a high point for revo|u- all the sects and groups existing

tionary unrest during this period: in this period, and many of their

q
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Communism
ideas might still have some ap-
peal for contemporary anarchists.
Fans of Class War's style might
find their approach to swear-
ing attractive: the prominent
Ranter Abiezer Coppe is said to
have taken the pulpit in a church
and sworn continuously for an
hour. He himself declared that
he'd rather hear “a mighty angel
(in man) swearing” than hear
an orthodox minister preach or
pray, and one account says that
“’twas usual with him to preach
stark-naked many blasphemies
and unheard of villainies”. Ac-
cording to another pamphlet,
they claimed that “God is so far
from being offended at the... sins
of drunkenness, swearing, blas-
phemy, adultery, etc, that he is
well pleased... and that... it is the
only way of serving him.”

i
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‘The merriest of all devils’
The sexual radicalism of the Ranters certainly made an impressive

contrast with the repressive society that created them. They saw
Original Sin as being lifted, meaning that none of the repressive com-
mandments Iaid down by the Church through the ages still applied.
John Ho|land’s anti-Ranter pamphlet The Smoke ofthe Bottomless Pit
claims that “they say for one man to be tied to one woman, or one
woman to be tied to one man, is a fruit of the curse; but they say,
we are freed from the curse; therefore, it is our liberty to make use
of whom we pIease.” Another called them “the merriest of all devils,
for... lascivious songs... downright bawdry and dancing”, and claimed
that the last two were commonly accompanied by orgies. Of course,
it is important not to take this too uncritically: unless accompanied by
a commitment to women’s liberation, sexual liberation has frequently

>

just been a way to extend male
power. But the Ranters’ relaxed
and positive attitude to sexual
pleasure still seems vastly prefer-
able to the fear of our own bod-
ies many Christians still promote
today.

This attitude to sexuality and
swearing was part of a larger chal-
lenge to the entire concept of sin
and moral order. This wasn’tjust
an abstract theological debate:
the idea of sin was a vital tool for
persuading the lower classes not
to challenge social hierarchies and
accept their role in life. An exam-
ple of the political implications
of sin can be seen in the writings
of the Puritan theologian Richard
Baxter, who supported a limited,
constitutional monarchy because
he believed that “every man is by
nature a rebel against heaven, so
that ordinarily to plead for democ-
racy is to plead that the sover-
eignty may be put into the hands
of rebels.”

Mainstream Protestant theolo-
gians explained away all kinds of
injustices by reference to God's
curse on humanity after the Fall,
as when the Leveller William Wal-
wyn was told that “a natural and
complete freedom... was fit for
man only before he had sinned,
and not since”. In this context, the
Ranters’ views had revolutionary
implications. Coppe stated sim-
ply that “sin and transgression lg‘
finished... be no longer so horridly,
hellishly, impudently, arrogantly
wicked as to judge what is sin.”
Other stories tell of Ranters look-
ing for their sins with a candle,
and concluding that none exist
because none can be found, an
indication of the way they were
beginning to move away from
faith in churches and preachers
and more towards relying on their
own powers of reason (some ver-

sions of this story end with female
Ranters offering to inspect the
contents of their male comrades’
cod-pieces, to see if they can find
any sin in there.)

‘Howl, ye rich men’
The Ranters’ views didn't stop

at individual libertarianism: they
were also firmly opposed to pri-
vate property and class society.
They emerged from an atmos-
phere of tense class conflict: one
man in Northamptonshire in 1643
asked “what do you tell me of
birth and descent? I hope within
this year to see never a gentleman
in England”, and Charles I himself
had warned of the danger that
“at last the common people” may
“destroy all rights and properties,
all distinctions of famiIies.” Abiez-
er Coppe called the abolition of
property “a most glorious design”
and called for it to be replaced
with “equality, community and
universal love.” One description
of their views states that “they
taught that it was quite contrary
to [nature] to appropriate any-
thing to any man or woman; but
that there ought to be a commu-
nity of all things.”

This communism was accom-
panied by a vicious hatred of the
rich: Coppe warned them that
“your gold and silver, though you
can't see it, is cankered... and
suddenly, suddenly, suddenly...
shall eat your flesh as [ifl it were
fire... have all things common,
or else the plague of God will rot
and consume all you have” and
declared “howl, howl, ye nobles...
howl ye rich men for the miseries
that are coming upon you. For our
parts, we that hear the Apostle
preach will also have all things
in common; neither will we call
anything that we have our own.”
Many believed that all social in-
equality was about to end, as can
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be seen from the title-page of Laurence Clarkson’s A Single Eye, which
declared that it was printed “in the year that the powers of heaven
and earth... shall be shaken, yea damned, till they be no more.” These
ideas seriously scared the ruling 2/ class: the clergyman Nathaniel
Homes worried that the common people “much incline” to “a popular
parity, a levelling anarchy”. (Homes was not the only writer of the pe-
riod to describe radicals as demanding anarchy, as the Quaker Robert
Barclay also published an attack on The Anarchy of the Ranters and
other Libertines.)

‘The greatest curse that ever came into the world’
Along with the class conflict that formed the Ranters’ views, there

was an especially strong opposition to the church hierarchy. As far
back as 1589, Bishop Cooper had warned of “the loathsome con-
tempt, hatred and disdain that the most part of men in these days
bear... towards the ministers of the church of God.” Archbishop Sandys
added that “the ministers of the world are become contemptible
in the eyes of the basest sort of people.” In 1634, a Joan Hoby from
Buckinghamshire declared that “she did not care a pin nor a fart for
my Lord's Grace of Canterbury... and she did hope that she should live
to see him hanged.”
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Unsurprisingly, the Ranters also turned this hostility to the church up

as far as it would go. Coppe denounced “the Ministers, fat parsons,
Vicars, Lecturers, etc. who... have been the chief instruments of all
those horrid abominations, hellish, cruel, devilish, persecutions, in this
nation which cry for vengeance.” He urged the pious to give up their
formal religion and declared that “the time is coming, that zealous,
holy, devout, righteous religious men shall... die for their holiness and
religion.”

This view was shared by numerous other preachers, such as Thomas
Tany, who thought that all religion was “a lie, a cheat, a deceit, for
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there is but one truth, and that is but what is in them. The titles
love”, and publicly burnt the Bible they give God are these: They
“because people say that it is the call him The Being, the Fullness,
Word of God, and it is not.” Hol- the Great Motion, Reason, the
land said that “they call [the Bible] Immensity.” When a religious
a bundle of contradictions... An- group reaches the point of not
other said it was the greatest curse recognising any God other than
that ever came into the world, for, their own powers of reason-
said he, the Scripture hath been ing, the practical conclusions of
the cause of all our misery... and their doctrines come close to
there would never be any peace in complete atheism. One young
the world, till all the Bibles in the shoemaker in St. Martins used
world were burned.” to laugh at any mention of God,

and say that he believed “money,
The Ranters’ hostility to estab- good clothes, good meat and

Iished religion combined aspects drink, tobacco and merry com-
of anti-rational mysticism with pany to be Gods.” Similarly,
the beginnings of what we can many denied that there was any
recognise as a rational, materialist Heaven other than earthly hap-
worldview. Clarkson, a repentant piness, or any Hell other than
ex-Ranter looking back on his past, feeling sad.
wrote that "l conceived, as I knew
not what I was before I came in ‘$u¢h men and Congregations
my being’ 5° for ever after l Should should be suppressed... that we
know nothing after this my being may have truth and peace and
was dissolved” ‘ ' ' . ,, rejecting the entire government aaam
idea of an afterlife (while still be- AS you may have neaeed We
lieving in some kind of God). havenlt been “Vina in a atate_

H H a I _ h H h less, classless, secular utopia for
O an exp amst at t ey Say the last three and a half centu-

there is no other God but what
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ries. So what went wrong? First
is in them... and that men ought of an, the Ranters immediate“,
to pray and seek to no other God (and unsureriainaly) attracted

1

harsh repression. In August 1650
Parliament passed an Act for the
Punishment of Atheistical, Blas-
phemous and Excerable Opinions,
which made it illegal to say that
“there is no such thing... as un-
righteousness, unholiness or sin...
or that there is neither Heaven
nor Hell”, among a number of
other heresies. This law was ac-
companied by harsh action: a W.
Smith was hanged at York “for
denying the Deity”, Jacob Bau-
thumley was burnt through the
tongue as punishment for writing
a Ranter tract called The Light and
Dark Sides of God, and in 1656
Alexander Agnew, also known as
Jock of Broad Scotland, was hung
for denying the divinity of Christ,
the effectiveness of prayer, andey.
the existence of the Holy Ghost,
souls, heaven, hell and sin.

The same year, the radical
Quaker James Nayler rode a
donkey into Bristol in imitation
oflesus and was condemned to
be whipped through the streets
of Bristol, then had the letter
B branded on his forehead, his
tongue pierced with a hot iron,
and was given two years of hard

_ _’_
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labour. Faced with this kind of than having to do it themselves.
repression, It’s not surprising that It’s also possible that the Rant-
radical movements like the Rant- ers were just ahead of their time:
ers collapsed, especially since a the anarchist and communist
worldview that celebrated pleas- movements have been products
ure and denied the existence of of industrial capitalism and the
an afterlife offered little reward working class it creates, and
for martyrdom. the Ranters existed in a period

before capitalism had finished
However, the collapse of the creating a class of dispossessed

Ranters was not entirely due to urban wage-labourers. Their
state repression. A wide variety tendencies towards rationalism
of other factors worked against would probably have been much
them, such as the fact that they more pronounced and appeal-
only rose to prominence after the ing if the scientific knowledge
failure of the less radical Level- needed to underpin a materialist
ler movement. While this defeat understanding of the world had
meant that many ex-Levellers existed, and their championing of
became Ranters, it also meant sexual liberty could have had dis-
that they faced a powerful, united astrous consequences (especially
state which had successfully put for women) in a time before ef-
down the dissident elements in its fective contraception was widely
army. They also had to compete available.
with a wide variety of other sects,
especially the Quakers: the Quak- So what can we take from the
er Leader George Fox boasted Ranters today? It’s certainly true
about how a judge had admitted that they failed to turn the world
that if it wasn’t for Quakerism upside down, but then who has?
“the nation [would have] been All the insurrections of the past
overspread with Ranterism and have ultimately ended in failure,
all the Justices in the nation could but they've also shown us a brief
not stop it with their laws" (al- glimpse of what another world
though this statement almost cer- might look like. Perhaps the last
tainly shouldn’t be taken at face words should go to the Quaker
value, since Fox would have had Edward Burrough, who told the
a definite interest in exaggerating restoration government that they
his sect’s importance, and the rul- could “destroy these vessels,
ing class often get hysterical about yet our principles you can never
any threat to their power). extinguish, but they will live for

ever, and enter into other bodies
In addition, the Christian ele- to live and speak and act.” More

ments that remained in Ranterism than 350 years after the Ranters
led many of them to a disastrous
pacifism: Coppe famously stated
that he was for levelling, but not
in favour of “sword levelling, or
digging levelling.” Despite all
the advances that they’d made
towards an atheistic, materialist
worldview, they still ultimately
believed that they could wait for
God to come along and destroy
property and class society, rather

and their fellow radicals were
crushed, their principles of liberty
and community are still entering
into new bodies, and our resist-
ance still threatens to shake the
powers of heaven and earth.

The title is a quotation from Abiezer
Coppe’s Fiery Flying Rolle, cited on p.
334 of C. Hill’s The World Turned Up-
side Down (Harmondsworth, 1975)
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Noise. Solitude. Escape.
- Gregory Povey

It's too noisy. That's my central
belief. Everything in or around me is
informed by and filtered through this.
My photography exists within this
noise; its value is debatable, and its
quality is certainly limited. Although
noise, it sits happily in the calm part
of the world that is “barely.” Barely
Activities are things that you can do,
but barely require you to divert your
attention to them. They are barely
being done, you can continue to
do whatever it was you were doing
anyway, and don't really remember
having done them.

I approach my camera with a semi-
disdain. By its own manufacture,
it is a “toy camera" — plastic lens,
light leaks, clunky winding wheel and
three distance settings (near, far and
infinity). I don't have to be precious
with it. I don't need a tripod, lighting
or aperture measurers. I barely need
to do anything to use it. Point and
click, change the film every twelve
clicks. That's all. No more demanding.

The three photographs included
here represent that struggle with
noise and the barely-nature of docu-
menting the world around me. Sorry,
I sound like a second year art student I}
who really wants you to critique their
paintings, only to cry when you say
they're shit. I'll try again. Three pho-
tographs: three different parts of the
same point:

Noise. Solitude. Escape

mountanalogue.wordpress.com

Journey into Shejjf: Bottom Left, Night
trees: Top Left, Stoke/Man: Front
Cover
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Ghost. Midsummer Murders.
Man in Shopping Centre.
- jasper Murphy

I had the processed film rolled up in
its plastic canister and sat it on top on a
hot external hard drive with a piece of
clementine and let it fester for a while.
Some of the film gunge had bubbled
up over the canister and stuck it to the
hard drive. I took it to the bathroom,
took the clementine out and unravelled
the film, some of the gunge stuck to it-
self and was peeling off itself and it was
just generally a mess. I hung it out to
dry in my room and scanned the nega-
tives using a home negative scanner.

Photography's always been relatively
accessible to the working class as a
medium, and I think that's especially
true now. We're living in a time where
objects are piling up and becoming sur-
plus, and as people move on to digital
and leave their film cameras unused
it's possible to get an array of quality
(or cheap plastic) film cameras free or
cheap, through either hand-me-downs
or Internet trading. Though film and
printing can be expensive — if you just
process the film and scan the negative
digitally the cost gets manageable. It's
also possible to buy film in bulk cheaply
on the internet, sometimes expired film
which can render colours in a nice way.
People also talk about their fiIm-dam-
aging experiments online, so it's a good
place to get inspiration.

I'm interested in the boring. Things
that are everywhere. So I tend take
photos of stuff that forms the backdrop
to boring everyday life — like shopping
centres, or eating my dinner in front of
Midsomer Murders. The gunged film
draws attention to its beauty and also
to the idea that the everyday is warped
and absurd.

Ghist: Top Right. Midsummer Murders:
Middle Right, Man in Shopping Centre:
Bottom Right
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A good deal has been written by
anarchists about the defeat of the
Conservative government's Poll
Tax (or ‘Community Charge’, its
official name) because we were
one of the tendencies building the
community revolt that resulted
in this working class victory. This
year sees the twentieth anniver-
sary of the start of non-payment
in England and Wales, inspired by
mass refusal in Scotland, where

Organise! Organise!
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implementation had started a year earlier. There was also escalating
confrontations with local government, Labour and Tory alike, as coun-
cils caved in to government pressure to set rates and collect the tax
forcibly, imprisoning even those they knew couldn't pay.

Anarchists, not least the Anarchist Communist Federation (as the AF
was then called), recognised the significance of the anti-Poll Tax strug-
gle. Our members were involved in fighting as a federation and as
members of local community campaigns. This is reflected in articles in
ten consecutive issues of Organise! and the writing of two pamphlets
that set the scene for much of what followed, and which were widely
re-published by anarchists and community campaigns. This article

_ _
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is a member's observations on
what we wrote and the context in
which we wrote it.

Our first pamphlet, The Poll Tax
and How to Fight It, was in print
around October 1988 and was
inspired by resistance in Scot-
land, where, for example, 75% of
homes in Edinburgh had ‘Won't
Pay’ posters in their windows. In
this period we advocated non-
registration in Scotland (including
mass-sabotage of the process)
as well as the non-payment that
was to follow. We celebrated
the first community anti-poll tax
groups being set up north of the
border and, rather optimistically
as it turned out, we appealed for
non-implementation of the tax by
council workers, even suggesting
what action they could take. It
was clear even at this stage that
we were going to have a different
strategy from the left, who want-
ed people to cooperate by regis-
tering, even if they were going to
protest later.

In ‘What lies behind the poll tax?’
(Organise! 14: Feb-April 1989) we
outlined exactly what would be
in store for our class in England.
This article is a little softer on
the councils than the pamphlet.

The focus is primarily on the tax
as an attack on jobs and services.
Looking back, it seems that as an
organisation we still didn't quite
understand how the struggle
would contrast with traditional
campaigns that defended state
provision. The article missed the
fact that the campaign in Scotland
already heralded a class on the of-
fensive for the first time since the
defeat of the miners’ and printers’
earlier in the decade, and that in
many senses the struggle against
the Poll Tax had more in common
with the widespread inner city
unrest of 1980s.

In ‘Poll tax crunch point’ (Organ-
ise! 15: May-July 1989) a Glasgow
member exposed Labour's indig-
nantly entitled ‘Stop It!’ campaign
against the ‘Tory Tax’, and they
advised activists in England and
Wales not to be side-tracked by lo-
cal politics but to work instead for
blanket non-registration from the
start. They also suggested what
kinds of organisational structures

were working best at this stage,
including resisting Trotskyist at-
tempts to takeover community-
based campaigns. We said of the
left, ‘watch out for these people,
their authoritarian politics will
alienate people and destroy ef-
fective action’. Again we advocat-
ed trying to involve council and
other workers from the start as a
key strategy.

‘Mass non-payment takes ojj"
(Organise! 16: Aug-Oct 1989)
celebrated the success of mass
non-payment in Scotland and
bailiff ‘reception committees’
on estates, and also the impetus
that the delivery of registration
forms in England and Wales had
given those embryonic cam-
paigns. We spared no venom in
exposing the hypocrisy of the
Labour councils, who amongst
other things had frozen the bank
accounts of 130 people who had
refused to register in the Central
Region and deducted money
from them. Again we advocated

We spared no venom in exposing the hypocrisy of the
Labour councils, who amongst other things hadfrozen the
bank accounts of130 people who had refused to register in
the Central Region and deducted moneyfrom them.



and celebrated solidarity activity
by council workers, still with little
evidence of it taking place, let
alone being effective. With hind-
sight, we read as though we would
have simply been uncomfortable
not doing so. We were class-strug- by December 1989 Lothian coun-
gle activists, and class struggle will
inevitably involve the workplace,
right? But what we did get right
was the centrality of area-commu-
nity fight back.

In ‘Militant and other parasites
on the poll tax struggle’ (Organise!
17: Nov-Jan 1989-90), ahead of
most anarchists and most of the
Left, we had worked out that class
strength in fact lay almost entirely
in the community and not in

The enemy was the same enemy, the state and capitalism, but
the industrial defeats of the 1980s had destroyed workers’
confidence in the workplace as a viable arena ofstruggle...

some idealised ‘yin-yang’ ‘work-
place-community’ harmony. At the
same time we waged war on the
authoritarian left and in particular
Militant. With horror we realised
that this Trotskyist tendency with-
in the Labour Party had ditched
its other campaigns to apparently
concentrate on a community fight
back as well. Having watched with
amusement the soap opera that
was the Trotskyist Left for some
time, we realised and exposed in
detail their real strategy in arguing
for mass non-payment and simul-
taneously signing up the unwary
in community campaigns to the
Labour Party. They were trying
to take over the Party by getting
kicked out of it. It was mad but
true! This article's insight would
still make Tommy Sheriden’s blood
run cold, if it's warm in the first
place, and is probably the most
important to appear in Organise!
in this period.

Organise! "" - 1

Our second pamphlet Beat-
ing the Poll Tax (March 1990)
again drew its inspiration from
Scotland, being published ten
months after poll tax demands
were sent out there, noting that

cil had already admitted that it
would have to write off huge
amounts of unpaid tax and have
to take 100,000 non-payers to
court, such was the scale of non-
payment and community solidar-
ity. By now bailiffs needed police
protection on Scottish estates,
as they tried and failed to gain
access to non-payers’ homes
and were confronted by organ-
ised and well-planned collective
resistance.

Registration had been sabo-
taged in England and Wales
to the extent that many local
councils were months behind
schedule in sending out de-
mands. Already Birmingham's
Labour council predicted at least
120,000 non-payers. In Beat-
ing the Poll Tax we argued that
communities needed to organise Edinburgh, council workers threat-

Near-terminal damage
As we said in Beating the Poll Tax

about Militant, ‘every decision
they have made on their cam-
paigning strategy has been based
on what they think best serves the
interests of their struggle within
the Labour Party, not on what's
best for beating the poll tax.’ In
that pamphlet we noted that Mili-
tant had just launched what we
knew to be a front organization,
the All Britain Anti Poll Tax Federa-
tion ‘in a bid to stamp their lead-
ership on the movement.’ With
hindsight, it is hard not to smile at
this understatement, given the al-
most terminal damage inflicted on
autonomous community struggle
by the ABAPTF.

Still we were
looking to council
workers to sup-
port non-pay-
ment. Desperately
trying not to rule

it out, we noted that ‘the strength
of organised resistance to the poll
tax is — currently — rooted in the
community-end of the campaign’
and ‘the spread of community-
based organisation has not — so
far- been matched by a similar
level of workplace and industrial
activity’ (my emphasis). True, in

not merely outside of the Labour ened to strike if any of them was
party, councils and union bu-
reaucrats but against them. The

penalised for non-payment, and
we made much of a dole office

pamphlet concludes with a chap- strike in London when workers
ter exposing the left for cynically refused to become poll tax ‘snoop-
trying to lead the class to an in-
adequate and misguided conclu- clear that it was primarily from the

ers’ for the council. But it was

sion about the Labour Party: that communities that the real resist-
it wasn’t doing enough to sup-
port the struggle against the poll
tax, when they knew that it was
out to destroy that struggle, and
throughout the campaign had in
fact endorsed successive acts of
sabotage by Labour bureaucrats.

ance was coming.

TUC get off your knees!
The non-emergence of workplace

opposition changed the landscape
of class struggle as far as we were
concerned. The enemy was the
same enemy, the state and capi-

 -

talism, but the industrial
defeats of the 1980s had
destroyed workers’ confi-
dence in the workplace as a
viable arena of struggle, and
the unfolding collaboration
of Neil Kinnock’s Labour
Party and the TUC with
the implementation of the
tax did nothing to help the
situation. With only three
months to go until the first
biljs would be issued in Eng-
land and Wales, we were
nervous, but in ‘Labour's
poll tax panic’ (Organise!
18: Feb-April 1990) were
able to report on what was
already turning into a mass
mutiny. As reported in ‘Poll
tax fury (Organise! 19:
May-July 1990) demonstra-
tions took place all over
England as local councils
set poll tax rates. In many
places these were so heavily
policed that riots broke out.
This repression and resist-
ance to it culminated in the
mighty ‘Poll Tax Riot’ in Tra-
falgar Square on March 31
1990: ‘The Peasants Revolt’
(also issue 19).

the state
had no
concept of
what it had
unleashed...

Organise.

Flattered as anarchist organisations were to be given credit by the media for
orchestrating the most exciting insurrectionary upheaval since the inner city
riots of 1981, we ourselves were genuinely taken aback and in awe of what
our class is capable of. Arguably the riot was the product of the thwarted
aspirations of the 1980s. On one level, we were merely defending our right to
march on the capital without being mown down in a pre-meditated attack by
police horses and vehicles. But within minutes of that first wave of batons, it
was clear that we had been bottling up something painful and powerful for
too long, and that the state had no concept of what it had unleashed. For
every blow struck back at the police, and for every shop window and Porsche
trashed later in the West End, our real power was most evident in the speed
with which barricades were erected, maintained and defended by people
who had never met before; promises between strangers to look out for each
other were made and kept; people targeted by police were de-arrested, and
de-arrested again; and the struggle was generalized in the way that only class-
struggle can be generalized: the South African Embassy got torched. There
was more laughter than shouting; more hugs than bandages (on our side).

Stand or fall a
The level of spontaneous self-organisation amongst the ‘rioters' genuinely

fooled some people into thinking that the people were indeed the puppets of
some sinister secret force. But we weren't. It began as “Stand together, fast,
or fall” and a defensive stance against a police charge directed at young and
old, male and female, the ‘up-for-it’ and the ‘scared-out-of-my-wits’ alike. It
was a point of no return for ordinary people, many, possibly the majority, on
their first ever demonstration, certainly in the capital.

‘The Peasants Revolt’ in Organise! 19 took a lot of work. We didn't want
to make excuses for class violence. It wasn’t a last resort. It was provoked,
yes, but we could have fled and we didn't. There were several points when
the article resonates with a love of our class and the beautiful destruction it
is prepared to unleash when its back is against the wall. And like Class War,
who's individual members suffered far worse in the backlash than ours did,
we refused to apologise for the violence (as though it was ‘ours’ to justify
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anyway). But the article is slightly meaningful S0lid8fi’IV With the But it would be a huge mistake to
pious nonetheless and reflects our d81‘end9nt5- Outfageouslvi the
sense that other anarchists would
revel in the violence rather than
interpret it accurately and that,
as usual, good analysis fell to the
ACF. On reflection, we should have f0XJ‘I'0nl‘ lOl'Q0nl$@-’ 211 DEC-F

ACF even advocated ‘masking
up’ as routine on future demos!
We were right because, as we
reported in ‘Fighting on the poll

admitted that we had had fun too. 1990-91) the P°|l¢e Would "Qt
The clampdown following this
event was extensive of course.
Not only were the press and the
Met seeking out the identities of
rioters, but Labour's Roy ‘exem-
plary sentences’ Hattersley and
Militant’s Steve ‘we will be nam-
ing names’ Nally, were for once
of one mind. ‘ The state goes on
the ofiensive’ (Organise! 20: Aug-
Nov 1990) comments on police
operations after the event and on
the establishing of the Trafalgar

only attack further demonstra-
tions, starting with one on Oc-
tober 20th, again in London, but
would seek to ban them, begin-
ning the criminalisation of pro-
test in Britain. And of course the
Met wanted a rematch after the
hammering they had received in
March. And almost without no-
ticing it, we had stopped calling
on fellow workers to act in the
workplace and were engaging
with those same workers where

Square Defence Campaign and the We actually had SOITIE Strength;
amazing extent to which a work-
ing class already struggling finan-
cially was prepared to show really

on the streets and in our com-
munities.

eb

imply that the riot either marked
the anti-poll tax campaign out
from other working class strug-
gles or that it was the final straw
in terms of the tax itself. It was
merely the last great street battle
of the era. Ordinary people had
been prepared to force the state
to show its true, violent nature
in the inner-cities and on min-
ers’ and printers’ picket lines too.
And when the fuss died down,
the community campaigns were
still there, encouraging and sup-
porting non-payment; still leaflet-
ting, making decisions through
well-attended open meetings,
sharing Information and creating
knowledge, seeing off bailiffs, and
supporting their prisoners. It was
their dogged determination that
eventually made the battle too
costly for the state.

H’

Our next article, ‘Fighting the
poll tax: news from Leeds’ (Organ-
ise! 22, March-May 1991) showed
the extent to which the system
was collapsing under its own
bureaucratic weight, in terms of
the scale of non-payment and the
chaos that ensued whenever the
courts tried to get to grips with it.
Typical of larger cites, Leeds had
around 40 local campaigns and 10
less active workplace campaigns,
and practical lessons were being
learned in terms of how to ap-
proach court cases collectively
and learning what powers local
councils and bailiffs did and didn't
have. The same issue points to
the strain that campaigns were
now under to support the people
who had been imprisoned whilst
keeping our nerve and helping
other people keep theirs. Could
we continue to keep many more
of us from being sent down for
non-payment, for ‘rioting’, and for
a myriad of other offences? Tyres
on bailiffs’ cars were proving very
flimsy, and dogs for some reason
took a real dislike to bailiffs trou-
sers; custard pies got thrown at
city councillors in Nottingham by
people dressed as Robin Hood, for
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It became clear also that the
success ofgovernment boils down
to its willingness to use violence
and physical coercion against us.
heaven's sake! I remember mainly
being exhausted, for months on  
end, and knowing that my phone
number was on hundred of leaf-
lets with a promise that we would
come and defend anyone who
called saying they had a bailiff at
their door (and we did).

Militant opposition
I don't recall that it was ever

necessary for anarchists to actu-
ally call attention to the ham-
fisted and transparent attempts
of Militant to sell out autono-
mous community campaigns.
They poured the party's energies
into dominating the anti-poll tax
resistance nationally and have to
be condemned because of the
amount of time genuine, autono-
mous campaigns had to put in to
try to stop being taken over. They
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packed meetings, passed resolu-
tions in the absence of autono-
mous activists (for example, by
calling local meetings and not  
inviting everyone), insisting on
hierarchical structures that could
be dominated by them, and ulti-
mately establishing the ABAPTF
and claiming it represented every
anti-poll tax campaign in Britain.
What we did have to do was ex-
plain to people in our groups why
this was happening, because the
significance of the internecine
warfare within the Labour Party
was not immediately apparent. A
counter structure to the All-Brit-
ain Federation had to be formed,
the ‘3-D’ network, in which
significant community fight-back
organisations like Haringay Soli-
darity Group were respresented.
But it would be entirely unfair to
give the impression that Militant

members did no meaning-
ful community work. Many
of them worked hard in
the interests of ordinary
people faced, for example,
with appearing In court for
the first time in their lives.
Some of these genuine

. i activists left the party once
its more cynical-agend a be-

aa came apparent to engage
I in genuine community

fight-back.

By the next issue, ‘A fairer
tax?’ (Organise! 23: June-
August 1991) it was over.
The poll tax was dead! Re-
reading an article warning
against over-celebration
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(‘yes, we have got rid of the poll tax, but we are still being ripped off.
There is no such thing as a fair tax’), makes me wish we'd had the
energy instead to reflect the joy and pride we had in our communities
at that point. We just moved on to the next struggle. Twenty years
on, we still haven't caught up on the sleep (and it shows). But looking
back on the struggle against the poll tax brings a ready smile to the
face of any comrade who was part of it.

Revolutionary potential
ln 2010 we seem closer than ever to the culmination of Thatcher's

dream of destroying class, collective identity, and undermining
societal-bonds and responsibilities that the state and the market do
not control. And no one needs Organise! to tell them that Thatcher's
dream has formed the basis of Labour's ideology too. So it is impor-
tant to reflect on the defeat of the Poll Tax not only as a celebration
of a past victory for the working class in a period in which other mass
struggles were crushed by the state, but as a struggle which had some
of the key ingredients for social revolution within it. lt really was that
significant.

These elements include a
working class expressing its self-
interest in explicitly class terms.
For example, at no stage was an
alliance between community and
business leaders on the cards,
even though local businesses too
were outraged at the principle of
the new Uniform Business rate
(UBR), and the CBI warned of
mass bankruptcy and redundan-
cies. It became clear also that
the success of government boils
down to its willingness to use
violence and physical coercion
against us. That's quite a wake-
up call. Through this came an
understanding of the importance
of well-coordinated local and
national networks capable of
offensive and defensive action.
Above all, for many working class
people this was our first experi-
ence organising within non-hier-
archical, decentralized yet highly
effective and well-coordinated
community campaigns, all the
more empowering because they
won! And common cause with
other struggles emerged, for
example with the prison riots of
the period. Anarchists who can
identify these elements are the
ones best placed to be able to
devise strategies for ‘making-
revo|utionary' the current strug-
gles we are involved in.

A realistic understanding of the
potential of workplace resistance
was also achieved, involving the
recognition that the ‘workplace’
was still dominated by ties to
the unions and TUC which were
adamantly against the non-
registration campaign, let alone
non-payment. A whole article
could be devoted to poor old
Christie Campbell of the Scottish
TUC, and what became known
as the ‘tea-break against the poll
tax. And in an attempt to recon-

cile the unreconcilable — supporting both implementing and resisting
the tax - he advocated a 12-week refusal campaign, after which people
would pay, even though his opposition to the tax stemmed in part from
the reality that people simply couldn't pay. Needless to say, people still
didn't pay! And the legislation allowed people 3-months grace anyway!
But through this process the danger of the stifling, parasitical grip of
Trotskyism on community campaigns became apparent: they don't only
want control of the factories and town halls, you know.

The class for itself
It is important to be clear about the extent to which the fight against

the Poll Tax transformed working class culture. Even anarchists had little
tradition of fighting local councils as part ofthe state, and they did so
this time not so much from the predictable libertarian perspective of
opposing taxation, but from the point of view of refusing to accept that
central government alone was responsible for the tax, poor services
and lack of funding and the councils merely victims. This attitude has
informed anarchist attitudes to the local state ever since.

“Ding dong, the wicked witch is (nearly) dead”
Finally, re-reading our 1988 and early-1989 material now, it seems

as though for ages we didn't actually believe the struggle would be
won! We seem to be trying to make it seem worth fighting and resist-
ing mainly so that the working class could move on confidently to the
next struggle (as it did). Fortunately, the working class does not look
to political organisations for permission to win! But something that is
a key role of revolutionaries is to help our class remember that it can
and has won, because for some reason it tends to forget. By the time
we published Beating the Poll Tax we were more confident. We noted
that crushing the tax would increase the class's confidence and enable
it to do away with the system and ‘create a society in which we are able
to exercise real control over our lives...to organise our lives for mutual
benefit not for a small class of employers or property owners...The fight

to organise our
livesfor mutual
benefit notfor a
small class of
employers or
property owners...
'1l1efight against
the poll tax remains
one battle in an on-
going class war.

against the poll tax remains one
battle in an on-going class war’.
And then we did win, and it was
worth so much more than that,
because ‘the community’ - in the
many ways we seek to define,
recover and celebrate it - has
stayed at the heart of struggles
since.

All that remains to be said is
“See you in Traf. Square the Sat-
urday after you-know-who croaks
her final death rattle". In the
mean time, some further read-
ing:

For our two pamphlets, an index to
Organise! issues covering the poll
tax period, and the articles noted
above:
http://www.afed.org.uk/org/polltax/

Cl@ss War Classix (Durham) have re-
printed the special edition produced
by Class War in the period leading
up to |\/larch 31st 1990. For some
local colour, see
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/
scans/po|ltax/

This article was written using The
Sparrows’ Nest anarchist archive in
Nottingham.
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On The Frontline Redux
The Problem with Unions

The last Eighteen months have of fellow workers, we are faced
seen some of the largest attacks by our own battles on a day to
on living standards in Britain in day basis; battles which stem
recent times. Mass layoffs, attacks from the same predicament
on pay and conditions, spiralling anyone who has to pay the bills
unemployment, cuts in services regularly faces. Winning a better
and attacks on claimants all paint world requires a working class
a bleak picture which doesn't look willing to fight in its interests;
to be brightening any time soon and building this kind of confi-
— indeed it appears that they are dence among our fellow workers
the opening salvo in the biggest requires a strategy. But does that
attack on the working class since strategy currently exist?
the 1980s. However, 2009 also
saw some inspiring struggles in Early last year, the Anarchist
which workers were willing to take Federation published On the
on seemingly impossible odds. Front Line, its workplace strategy.
Secondary picketing and factory Distributed in pamphlet form,
occupations burst back onto the the document was an attempt to
scene as militant workers flouted clarify the organisation's think-
anti-strike laws, while months of ing on the problems we face at
local disputes in the Royal Mail work, and the practical avenues
(including a number of wildcat for workplace organisation in dif-
walkouts) led to national strike ac- ferent kinds of workplaces (un-
tion by postal workers as the year ionised, non-unionised, etc). On
came to a close. the Front Line made no secret of

the fact it was provisional, and
Such action deserves ongoing the product of discussions which

solidarity and support. But be- remained far from conclusion,
yond providing this to workers we stating in its introduction, “There
should be aiming to help bring is one last thing that this docu-
struggles together. On top of this, ment is not. It is not final. We
as well as supporting the actions present this as provisional, as all

revolutionary ideas must be. Our
commitment to developing these
ideas in the light of new ideas and
experiences is absolute."

In this spirit, we want here to
revisit the discussion of the nature
and role of unions. We aim to help
clarify the nature of the problems
we face at work and what we
can do about them. We seek to
contribute to ongoing discussions
within both the AF and pro-revolu-
tionary circles on workplace strat-
egy; discussions which we feel are
vital in laying the groundwork for
co-operation between members
of different class struggle political
tendencies — co-operation we see
as essential given the brutal condi-
tions the working class currently
faces.

In this article we do not want to
respond to all the criticisms made
of the pamphlet, or to return to
all the issues it covered. Here we
want to focus on cla I in he cri-
tique of unions, and dr ome
of the ambiguitie
Front Line with -
dicalist and gra

The union wasfaced with workers taking action in their own interest and on their own
initiative... Its response was to isolate the struggle, and attempt to take the initiative
awayfrom the workers concerned.

This is largely a question of analy-
sis, and we do not propose any
detailed industrial strategy here —
though of course the basis of any
practical strategy is it analysis of
the world we live in, and we hope
to contribute to this process. We
regognise one of the major criti-
cisms of the pamphlet — that it de-
scribes events but does not really
advance any real strategy, instead
describing "tendencies" — but
cannot detail in depth what we
advocate here. We hope that this
article will assist the development
of a shared strategy on the part of
class struggle anarchists. Insofar
as we do this, we are doing it as
individuals and not reflecting the
collective view of the organisa-
tion, which at date remains that
advanced in On the Front Line.

The argument we want to make
here is that the problem with
unions isn't that they aren't under
the control of their membership,
but that their function within
capitalism is to negotiate the
conditions of exploitation of their
members. They are the mediating
organisations of labour-power,
and serve to mediate the conflict
of interests between employ-
ers and the workforce. It is this
representative function which
is the problem, and remains the
problem whether or not the
mediating organisation is a bu-
reaucratic TUC-affiliated union or
a member-controlled union with a
revolutionary constitution. Insofar
as they are the recognised repre-
sentatives of workers, and seek to
make deals on their behalf, they
stand to run into the same pitfalls.

To elaborate further, we want

here to examine significant work-
ers’ struggles which have taken
place in Britain in the past 18
months, with a view to analysing
both the behaviour of the unions
in these situations, and the reason
why this behaviour takes place.
In the final section of the article,
we want to look at whether there
is any scope for “syndicalist and
grass-roots unions" to behave dif-
ferently in Britain in 2010. One of
the most significant criticisms of
On the Front Line was its lack of
reference to historical evidence or
recent struggles. We aim to rectify
this here, by looking at three ma-
jor struggles of 2009, and the role
the union played.

The Visteon Occupations
On the 31st of March 2009 the

car parts manufacturer Visteon an-
nounced its bankruptcy, with the
closure of three of its plants in the
UK and the loss of 610 jobs. After
flying visits by receivers to the
factories, the workers were sacked
without notice and with no guar-
antee of any redundancy or that
they would see their pensions.
Management, who were fully
aware of the impending bankrupt-
cy of the company had kept the
staff working right up until they
were fired, knowing full well they
would not be paid for the hours
they worked. Management had
already secured their pensions in
advance, and the evidence points
towards the company having been
run into the ground deliberately.

In response, workers at the En-
field and Belfast plants occupied
the factories. Workers at Basildon
occupied too, but finding noth-
ing of value left on the site, they

trashed the offices. They were
evicted by riot police, and began
a 24-hour picket of the plant.
The Belfast occupation received
strong support from the start;
many of workers, who were split
evenly between Protestant and
Catholic backgrounds, lived lo-
cally. Meanwhile, support groups
sprung up to provide supplies,
funds and practical solidarity to
the workers at the three facto-
ries.

Most of the workers were mem-
bers of the Unite union, and had
paid subs for years. Despite this,
the union gave no financial sup-
port until the end of the struggle,
and the only contact between
the union and the workers was
through the site convenors. At
Enfield, union bosses arrived only
to give erroneous legal advice
(they told the workers they
faced jail for their actions — they
didn't) and pressured the work-
ers to end the occupation. Other
legal advice from the union was
similarly useless, and it was their
supporters who had to point
out that squatting is not illegal,
and they didn't face arrest for it.
Funds came from supporters and
union branches, and Unite didn't
recommend that its members
support the struggle or even pub-
licise it on their website.

The union was faced with work-
ers taking action in their own
interest and on their own initia-
tive. This was a threat to its own
role as official representative of
the workers. Its response was to
isolate the struggle, and attempt
to take the initiative away from
the workers concerned. To this
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The union was put on the backfoot, having to play catch up with the demand of the workers as dis-
movement that was not under its control.

effect, it was successful in pres-
surising the workers to leave the
plant (giving up their own lever-
age — control over the fixed capital
of the company) so that it could
negotiate. Though the union
claimed that this strengthened
negotiations, it seems the op-
posite happened — workers were
now only able to negotiate from a
position of weakness. In fact the
only reason that Ford came to the
negotiating table was ex-Visteon
workers organising delegations to
Ford sites, to attempt to get them
to “black “ Visteon products. The
threat of unofficial secondary ac-
tion was more of an incentive than
the entreaties of the union. In the
end, after union bosses flew out
to America to broker a deal, lead-
ing to improved redundancy pack-

ages. However the question of
pensions remained unresolved,
and although workers voted to
end their action it remained a
partial victory.

Oil industry walkouts
On 28 January 2009, approxi-

mately 800 Lindsey Oil Refinery
workers went on strike follow-
ing the announcement by the
Italian construction contractor
IREM that Italian and Portuguese
workers were hired to work on
the site, rather than local work-
ers. On 30 January, around 700
workers at the Grangemouth
Oil Refinery in central Scotland
walked out in solidarity. They
were also joined by walkouts at
Aberthaw in South Wales, at the
ICI site in Wilton, Teesside and

at the British Petroleum site in
SaHend,HuH.

When workers at other refiner-
ies and power station sites walked
out in solidarity, Mass meetings
were organised to decide how to
take the struggle forward. They
were joined by other workers at
pickets and demonstrations out-
side various power stations and
refineries. They showed little sign
of being concerned about the ille-
gal nature of their actions as they
showed solidarity with their fellow
work colleagues. They were angry
at the prospect of unemployment
and ever worsening living condi-
fions.

From the outset, the strike move-
ment appeared to be trapped in
nationalism. With workers stand-
ing on picket lines with banner
and placards proclaiming “British
Jobs for British Workers". The
media and trade unions encour-
aged this outlook; it was never the

cussed and decided at their mass
meetings. The principal demand
of the strikers as ratified by a
mass meeting, was that the NACEI
Agreement cover all workers.
Also, 200 Polish workers came out
in support of the strikers, further-
ing undermining the initial nation-
alist perspective of the struggle.

On February 5th, a deal was
reach, after several days of discus-
sion between TOTAL and GMB.
The deal created 102 new jobs
in addition to the ones awarded
IREM.

The strike at Lindsey resumed
on 11 June 2009, after a sub-
contractor at the site laid off 51
employees. The strike was quickly
followed by sympathy strikes at
Cheshire's Fiddlers Power Station
on 15 June and Aberthaw on 17
June. The strikes escalated on 18
June, with walkouts at four further
sites. On the 19th oflune 2009
nearly 700 construction workers
at the Lindsey Oil Refinery were
sacked. The sackings came fol-
lowing 1,200 workers walking out
unofficially at the plant in the jobs
dispute. These were followed
by walkouts of 3,000 workers at
other sites around the country in
support of the Lindsey workers.

These unofficial strikes forced
the Total oil company to withdraw
the sackings. They also won the
jobs back for the 51 construc-
tion workers whose redundancies
sparked the walkouts.

The Lindsey workers did not wait
for the union with their secret
ballot and rulebook to walkout
in support of their sacked col-
leagues. Nor did the workers at
other sites. The union was put on
the back foot, having to play catch
up with the movement that was

Organise.

The reason the union acts in the way it does,
co-opting and sabotaging its members, is be-
cause of itsfunction as established, recognised,
and legal representative of the workers. In this
role its job is to negotiate deals on their behalf,
and establish the terms of their exploitation.

not under its control; although initially the union leadership called
on workers to go back. They were forced, faced with emergenceof
the movement against the mass sacking to try and recuperate it back
within union control. The two main unions representing workers
involved in the action were GMB and Unite. They instantly sought to
enter into negotiations with Total in order to take the initiative away
from the developing movement and end the dispute. Also this strug-
gle was fought on a much clearer basis, this time the strike movement
that was much larger and without the reactionary slogan “British Jobs
for British Workers".

2009 Postal Strikes
On October 8th, postal workers voted in favour of taking strike ac-

tion. Strike action occurred at Royal Mail offices in London and Edin-
burgh in response to the announcement of potential job and service
cuts which breached the 2007 Pay and Modernisation Agreement (this
agreement was struck to end the strikes at Royal Mail in 2007). This
also occurred in the aftermath of a series of local walkouts during the
summer, forcing the CWU to open a national ballet for strike action.

The CWU decided to have a series of two and three day strikes. But
in early November, they had reached an ‘Interim Agreement’ with
Royal Mail management. This agreement brokered by Acas, called off
the national postal strikes.

The agreement will further the process of eroding the conditions of
workers at Royal Mail. Introducing changes to present working prac-
tices meaning workers can be expected to work all sorts of different
shifts, with management having the ability to use posties at any time.
Also group working will be introduced which sets responsibility for
dealing with large volumes of mail traffic on the shoulders of individu-
al postal-workers.

Many postal workers struggled at a local level initially, but when the
CWU took ownership of the strikes calling national staggered strikes
and to then call them off unilaterally in order to negotiate. It is in-
evitable that workers will be demoralized, having lost wages (postal
workers in Liverpool and London lost three weeks wages). Trying to
defend themselves from attacks on their living conditions, to be sold
a deal which was hardly distinguishable from the offer on the table at
the outset.
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We arguefor an industrial network ofmilitant workers who would
putforward the perspective that workers should control their struggles
through mass meetings and act as a militant presence in a workplace,
sector or industry andfor the extension ofstruggles when they arise.

Grassroots and syndicalist strike ballots, etc. This legal con-
unions text is real, and provides unions

AS We have Seen from these with carte blanche to sabotage
events, there is a tension which mllitahoV Whioh lool<5 set to ex"
keeps appeafing between the Ceed What lS lIOl€I'abl€ _ HO UI’Il0|'I

union and the Workers _ when leader, no matter how “left”, Wlll
faced with an angry workforce allow their or8arli5atioh to be
looking to take action, the union Crippled bV the litigation operl
has two real options — subvert and tlolltihg oi Urliorl laW5 Would
sabotage it, or attempt to co-opt it repre5erlt- This i5 What We See
under its control. In practice, the as the malor problem tor ”5Vh'
examples above shows that both dioalist ahd 8ra55 roots lmioh5”
tend to happen. But why does this as a strate8V ih Britain ih Z910. a
happen? And can the “syndicalist problem that i5h't reallV erl8a8ed
and grass roots unions" we de- With lh Or‘ the Frorlt l-lhe-
scribe in On the Front Line pose an
arternative? In the pamphlet, the only cur-

rent example we gave of these
The reason the union acts in the ”sVhdioellst‘tVpe” tlrliohs ls the

Way it does, cO_Op1-ing and 5ah0_ Industrial Workers of the World.
taging its members, is because of Though the lWW 5eel<5 to be"
its function as established, recog- oome a ttlrlotiohih8 ohiohi it ha5
nised, and legal representative of had teW lob 5hop5 ih the UK, ahd
the workers. In this role its job is hes less therl 1000 members lrl
to negotiate deals on their behalf, praotiee, it is Used bV its mem'
and establish the terms of their bers es a torm ot ihdllstrial rlet'
exploitation. They sustain a bu- Work) ahd maml ot its aoVoeate5
reaucracy of well-paid profession- Polht to this side oi the lWW as
als whose job is just that. Beyond its most promi5ih8 qoalitV- While
these organisational weaknesses, We reoo8hise this, ahd see ahV
the structure of union laws pre- hetWorl<irl8 betWeeh pro-rev"
dudes any a|terha1-h,e’ and in olutionaries and other militant
practice, the anti-strike laws are a Workers as importaht, thi5 i5 hot
godsend to unions who use them Without its oWrl problems-
to terrorise workers out of action, Port ot the Problem is that
whether the legal threat is real or despite this the ll/\/W i5rl't Clear
not (as was the case at Enfield and about how it sees ltselt ' orlo lh
in the early days of the Lindsay O” the Frorlt tihe We repeated
walkout). There is a legal obliga- this l~lhoertaiht\/- Oh the orle
hon for Workers to jump through hand it is an expressly radical
the hoops facilitated by their or8arlisatiorll With a preamble
union, the demoralising process of ahti oohstitl-ltioh ar8oirl8 tor the
hegoh-at-ion, meeh-hgsi cohsuha- abolition of wage labour and “in-
five ha||0-[5, more negotiation’ dustrial democracy". As we have

seen, its members frequently posit
it as a network for radical and
militant workers to stay in touch
with each other, Dual-carding with
other unions in their workplace in
order to agitate a more militant
line. On the other hand, it posits
itself as a “union for all workers",
seeks legal recognition as a func-
tioning union and the ability to
organise workplaces itself. Insofar
as we treated the IWW as a useful
networking tool in On the Front
Line, we failed to square this with
how it sees itself and its stated
function as a “union for all work-
ers”.

In its incarnation as a “union
for all workers", it styles itself as
the answer to the problems of
TUC unions: “We are a grassroots
and democratic union helping to
organise all workers in all work-
places ...We are NOT:

~ Full of stifling bureaucracy or
linked to any political party or
group.

~Led by fat cat salary earners who
carry out deals with bosses behind
your back.

~Going to sell you services, life
insurance or credit cards"

But why do unions “carry out
deals with bosses behind your
back"? It is because of the obliga-
tory representative functions that
legal unions carry. They have a
legal obligation to enforce anti-
strike legislation on their mem-

 —

bers, with the threat
of the union being
crippled by legal
action from employ-
ers otherwise. If the
IWW became the
functioning union
it aimed to be, it
would still face these
realities. It would
have the option of
either enforcing
the atomising and
demoralising legal
processes of build-
ing to strike action
on its members, or it
would have to have
named representa-
tives with the legal
responsibilities they
carry. Whether the
IWW wanted to or
not, the organisation
would be required
to either police its
membership, or be
litigated out of exist-
ence. It isn't ultra-
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left dogmatism to recognise this — its about understanding the legislative reality of
21st century Britain.

To take an example from above, how would the IWW have acted if it was the
union representing construction workers during the disputes in oil and construc-
tion sector last year? Perhaps it would have been less nationalistic in its rhetoric,
but ultimately it would have been forced into the same position as the TUC unions
— between attempting to take control of the struggle and sabotaging it. If it openly
participated in organising secondary action it would be faced with the full weight
of anti-strike legislation, and crippled through the courts. This means its options
would have had to have argued against secondary action and unofficial walkouts,
or to advocate them and risk its own future as an organisation. Likewise the mass
meetings at Lindsay which decided on demands and voted on whether to accept
offers would have had only faced the difference of what union to ignore, as deci-
sion-making power was in their hands and they weren't bound by the same legal
strictures

Of course, it is all well and good to criticise something, but in the absence of an
alternative the exercise isn't a positive one. In contrast we argue for an industrial
network of militant workers who would put forward the perspective that workers
should control their struggles through mass meetings and act as a militant pres-
ence in a workplace, sector or industry and for the extension of struggles when
they arise. In contrast to the IWW in its incarnation as a legal, functioning union,
it would not seek to negotiate deals with management, but would seek for mass
meetings of workers to make decisions — in the teeth of anti-union laws and the
machinations of the unions. Unlike a legal, registered union, it would not aspire to
organise any shops as the representative union; it would have no named officials
(whether called “delegates" or not) and not be bound by anti-union laws.
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Yevgeny Zamyatin and the novel We
Yevgeny Zamyatin was born in in the Serapion Brethren. This

Russia in 1884. In his youth he group had different styles and
was involved in a Bolshevik faction approaches, but were united in
of the Russian Social-Democratic their belief that writers should
Party, and began a hazardous have creative freedom, and that
writing career in the years follow- literature should not be uniform
ing the 1905 revolution, in which and monochrome but varied, ex-
he was arrested, imprisoned and perimental and above all crafted.
twice exiled before being granted The Brethren supported Zamya-
amnesty in 1913. tin's declaration, in the essay ‘I

Am Afraid’, that: “true literature
By 1917 he was no longer a can exist only where it is created,

member of the Bolsheviks and not by diligent and trustworthy
threw himself into the great artis- officials, but by madmen, her-
tic and cultural ferment triggered mits, heretics, dreamers, rebels,
by the Russian Revolution. Hur- and sceptics."
rying back from a job in England,
he served on the editorial boards He wrote We in 1920-1921 but
of several publishing houses and was not permitted to publish it.
taught at writing workshops. It was the custom to read new

works out at meetings of the
Whilst some writers believed All-Russian Writers’ Union, and

that literature should be to- We provoked a series of vicious
tally subordinated to socialism, attacks by Party critics and tame
Zamyatin became a leading figure hack writers.

As th e grip of th eer .new bu rea ucratic class..-5»- S; -
i’

tightened on all aspects
of Russian life, Zamyatin
came increasingly un-
der attack. He was fear-

it

aha

less in his opposition to calls for
total submission to the Commu-
nist Party. In his 1926 essay, ‘The
Goal’, he wrote that he found it:
“difficult to imagine a work by Lev
Tolstoy or Romain Rolland based
on improvement of sanitation."

By 1929 the regime had set up
the Russian Association of Pro-
letarian Writers. RAPP pursued a
campaign to wipe out any inde-
pendent writing in Russian litera-
ture. Many publishing houses and
magazines were closed down and
there was a wave of suicides by
writers and poets.

Zamyatin and his fellow writer
Pilnyak were singled out for a
particularly nasty campaign of
vilification. Whilst We was never
published in the Soviet Union, its
translation and publication in a
Russian émigré journal in Czecho-
slovakia was used to denounce
him (even though its first publi-
cation in English in 1924 and in
Czech in 1927 had gone unno-
ticed). Pilnyak cracked under the
pressure and recanted. Zamyatin
refused to give in. Faced with the

"true literature can exist only where
av I I I O
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it is created, not by diligent and
 trustworthy oflicials, but by

.a madmen, hermits, heretics,

..'.;. - .-'1’.-ii" ' ‘I = ‘ZIii
dreamers, rebels, and sceptics."

withdrawal of his works from
publication, shops and libraries,
Zamyatin wrote to Stalin asking
permission to leave Russia, as
he regarded this ban as a living
death.

Surprisingly, permission was
granted, thanks to the interces-

marched to petition the King to
stop enclosure. Meanwhile oth-
ers tore down the fences that had
been put up by enclosers. Each
time fences were put up they were
torn down by crowds. Eventually
the Privy Council had to rule that
the fencing was illegal. This victory
saved Sydenham Common until

sion of Gorky, the grand old man the 1750s, when Coopers Wood
of Russian literature. He moved (a section of the Common on the
to Paris in 1931, but life was still south) was fenced off. In 1754
hard for him. He had little in fences were torn down. This strug-

1*’

common with the Russian émigré gle against enclosure continued
community with its reactionary into the 19th century, until the
ideas. He was lonely and lived in Common was enclosed by an Act
great poverty. He died of heart
disease in 1937, with just a few
friends attending his funeral.

of Parliament in 1810.

As the 19th century progressed
His death passed unremarked in the struggle against enclosure
Soviet papers and his name was was transformed into struggles for
deleted from all literary histories open space for recreation. One
and encyclopaedias. He became Tree Hill had always been an open
a non-person, tippexed out from space. In 1896 it was suddenly
history. enclosed by a golf club. A local

committee was set up to fight this.
But his great dystopian novel has However the committee refused

survived despite all of this. Unlike to sanction direct action to tear
Orwell's 1984 (which was much the fences down, and whilst this
influenced by Zamyatin) it carries did happen it was without the
a message of hope. As Zamyatin’s committee's approval. On October
heroine I-330 says in We: “We 15th as many as 15,000 gathered
shall break down all walls - to let at One Tree Hill and started pull-
the green wind blow free from
end to end - across the earth."

 

Rights of Common: the
Fight Against the Theft of
Sydenham Common and
One Tree Hill by Betty
()’(jonn01- (29 pages, past crowds continued to gather at the
Tense, SOP) weekend at the hill, the riots never

ing down the fence. The house of
the groundskeeper was attacked
and the police were called in. The
following day a very large crowd
gathered - estimated between
50,000 and 100,000. They faced
500 police who fought against sev-
eral attempts to smash the fences.
The crowd began to stone the
police. Ten were arrested. Whilst

revived over the next few years.

This interesting little pamphlet Evemually the land was commit"
describes the struggle to stop sorily purchased by the London

the enclosure of common land — courtly Council in 1904 and re"
Open to ah for nastunna hunting opened to the public. Without the
and foraging __ in one parncmar actions ofthe crowd, this might
area of south London. In 1614
Abraham Cane and 100 Others thor notes: “These battles are two

never have happened. As the au-

examples of a process that went
on for centuries and as the more
recent struggle against develop-
ment in part of Crystal Palace
Park shows, in some forms is still
continuing. It remains important
not only to remember the spaces
that have been stolen, like Syden-
ham Common, and cherish the
spaces that have been saved, like
One Tree Hill; but also to fight
for the places we love when the
developers come to call in the
future!’

Spot the Workers’ Autono-
my: May 68 by Mouvement
Communiste (54 pages,
Past Tense, £2.00)

This text, translated from the
French, raises some questions
about myth and reality in the
May 1968 revolt in France. As
well as the student revolt and
occupations of the universities,
there was strike action by 10m
workers. The pamphlet analyses
the stranglehold of the French
Communist Party (PCF) and the
PCF-controlled CGT union, and
asks how autonomous the strike
wave was and how much workers
broke from the structures of the
CGT and PCF. It contains some
interesting first-hand accounts
from participants in the events,
strikers and militants.

The introduction by Past Tense
criticises the Mouvement Com-
muniste approach as too narrow
a view of class struggle. lt feels
that the 1968 events themselves
left the legacy of a widened vi-
sion of the importance of forces
outside the workplace as vehicles
of social change, but without
ignoring the institutionalisation
and recuperation of many of
these social movements.
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Rabble Rousers and Merry
Pranksters: a history of
anarchism in Aotearoa/New
Zealand from the mid 1950s
to the early 1980s. Toby
Boraman. Katipo Books and
Irrecuperable Press (2007
144 pages. No price given.

This is a history of a small move-
ment which did not exist as a
continuous tradition before the
late 1950s. Boraman touches
upon syndicalist influence in New
Zealand, especially the forma-
tion of a section of the Industrial
Workers of the World in the years
preceding World War One. He
gives an overview of the period
between 1956 and 1967, with
the emergence of the early New
Left and the later appearance of
an anarchist tendency within it.
He then deals with the burgeon-
ing anti-Vietnam War movement
and other movements that flour-
ished during the late 1960s and
early 1970s. He goes on to look at
anarchist involvement in the new
social movements of the early
1970s to early 1980s, finally deal-
ing with the anarchist and situ-
ationist groupings between 1973
and 1982.

Boraman approaches the subject
from a class-struggle perspective.
In regards to the prankster poli-
tics of some anarchists, he quotes
Sean Sheehan and Ken Knabb.
Sheehan comments that capi-
talism can easily accommodate
ptahksr he ‘hatter how eemleel rapidly, and so there is no need to
they are Khaher temetkihg eh the more lhterestlhg bV otierlhg a be permanently pessimistic about
Yippies (Youth International Party, spectacle of r€'tU5al”- Boramarl the chances for radical transforma-
ah America" group that lhtlueoced asl<5 pertiheht questiorls about tion. I believe this is a crucial lesson
the NZ movementl, S83/S they what revolutionaries should do tc he |earht from the pericc|_ Dur_
Herltereu the spectacle as olowrls ih a period oi pa55iVltV but erlds ing a period of mass working class
to make it ridiculous", but "cre- this interesting little book with unrest, cecr,|e car, quite uutckh,
ated diversions which, far from the optimistic: “Events can swing discover new practices and adept
ptemetihg the Suhvetsieh et the irl a more ahtl'authorltariarl ahd new ideas in the process of their
Spectacle! merelV made pa55iVitV anti-capitalist direction quite cc||ecth,e struge|es_"
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Pamphlets from the Anarchist Federation  
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Postage costs UK: 50p per item. Non-UK: £1 ~00 per item

ACE 1.0: Against nationalism
Published September 2009, an analysis of nationalism
and why anarchist communists are fiuidamentally
against it. IE2.-00 + p&p

ACE 19: In the tradition
Published as a pamphlet for the first time in 1009, this
collection of articles from Organise! magazine outlines
the root of and influences on the politics of the A(C‘)F.
£2-00 + p&p

ACE I 8: 011 the frontliue — Alurclrists at work
New for 2009, the Airs workplace strategy is t~r:pl.rIm.-rl.
Ll-00 + p8<p

ACE I7: Basic Ilropotkln
New pamphlet for ( iictober 1008. Kropotkln and the
History ofAn.rrclrrs|n, by Brian Morris. An introduction
to the thought and politics of one of the most
Influential anarchist communists of I00 years ago.
£2-00 + p&p

ACE I6: Resistance to Nazism
Telling the stories of libertarian groups that were
opposing Fascism in Europe before, and into, the
E9305 including Edelweiss Pirates, FAUD undergound
Zazous, 43 group, Arditi del Popolo and dozens of
ortl1a'ltalian groups. £1-50 + p8cp

ACE I S: Defending anonymity
Thoughu for struggle against identity cards. ID cards
and the National Identity Regista are coming to Britain
(and elsewhere) very soon.This updated pamphlet aims
to see through Labour's smokescreens of ‘idenuty theft’
and the ‘war on terror’. Free (pay p&p only)

ACE I4: Aspects ofanarchism
'E'houghis and commentary on some of the most
important issues that anarchists must coufiont, from
an anarchist communist perspective. Collected articles
Irorn Orgarrisei magazine on the fturdamentals of
anarchist communisrn. £1-B0 + p8rp

ACE I i:Work and the free society
why work Is w terrible and why it must be destroyed
lwslorc It ilustmys us! £72.-00 + p&p

ACE 12.: Against parliament. for anarchism
Insights into the political parties of Britain, and why
anarchists oppose all parties. ONLINE ONLY

ACE I. I : Beyond resistance —A revolutionary
manifesto for the millennium
The AI-"s in-depth analysts of the capitalist world in
crisis, sug gcsilons about what the aliemaiive anarchist
oonurnurlsl society could be like, and evaluation of
social and organisational forces which play a part in
the re-mlt|tI<m.rry prriuess. £1-Iii) + ptkp

ACH I 0: Anarchism -— as we sec it
Utlf very popular, easy to read pamphlet describing the
basic ideas of anarchist communism. £2.-00 + p8:p

ACE 9: Ecology mddam --Where there's brass,
there's muck

39

Back issues

Back issuesof are available from
the London address for £l -50 (i£~.?.- 00
non-UK) inc. p8rp.Altemativel)5 send us a
fiver and we'll send you one of
everything plus whatever else we can find
lying around.

Issue 50 GM foods; Who owns the lmd;
War in Kosoru; Ireland - the 'pmi:e' process.

Issue S2 East Timur slaughter; Kosuvo — no
war but the duss wur;]l 8 stop the city;Wlry we
changed our name; Gurouui Charmer pwtruit.

Issue S 1 hluss ilirurt action; East 'l'irnur;
Youtlr rnistanrr to the nu1i.s;Wr-iplua: notes.

Issue 62 Pariicipumry €(0I10D1iC5;.tiItrH'Cl'1l$[
nmrwt in Argentina; Camille Pissnrro;
lntrrmtiimul of Anarchist

This major second edition looks at the ecological I he G8 ‘Peed; Cttsetlh-item; th tttesi
crisis facing us tom); what is being done about it and web“-us sltllfile in hail
sets out in detail our views on what an eoologically t I5-rt" 55 tlltlmlltiwi $Pafl¢ll- Report! treat
sustainable world would be Ellie. £1-IZIO + p8rp l Australia, Belarus, China and Croatia.

ISSIIQ 66 The fight against ID cards; Rassport;
ACE 8:'l'& anarchist movement in Japan Mountain mp rmroml; Empowering prisoners;
The fascinating account of Japanese anarchism in the
rum Centtuy, by John Crurnp. Updated with postscript
May 2608. £1-£10 + pt-rp

ACE 6-:The role of the revolutionary organisation
reject the Leninist model of a

‘vanguard’ pany as counter-rero1utiorrar'):Tbis new
edition explains the concept of revolutionary organbation |
and its All libertarian revolutionaries
read this Iirnclamental text. £1-(I0 + pilrp

’ T
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Spanish revolution I 936.
Issue 67 The anniversary issue: twenty yours

of the AF, Hringurian revolution and the British
general srrilic; ilecroissarrcc, Bdnrusim uuurclrisrn.

Issue 68 Anurchisrn and nuliomlisrn
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